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Who was in
attendance
• 133 Participants
• 28% Capital Intermediaries
• 19% Beneficiaries
• 12%Capacity Intermediaries
• 41% Other Ecosystem Actors

Facilitators
•
•
•

Victor Beausoleil - SETSI
Sarah Juma - SETSI
Heather Simpson - capitalW

Who was in
attendance

Many of the attendees reported that their organizations worked
province-wide and with diverse populations. The findings of the
suggest that rural and northern communities, as well as racialized
communities (in particular Black and Indigenous communities) are
poorly supported by the ecosystem. While heartening to see interest
in supporting these communities, it would be interesting to dive into
the % share of the client base / portfolio these communities
represent in practice.

Agenda
• Welcome and Introductions
• Stakeholder Consultation Findings (see Report at
catalystcommunityfinance.ca)
• Discussion: Future Vision for Community Finance in Ontario
• Organizing / Decision Making Model for Catalyst
• Next Steps - Action Tables
• Wrap-up

Future Vision for Community
Finance in Ontario
Participants were split into groups according to ecosystem role and asked to answer two
questions
1. How would you define a thriving community finance ecosystem?
2. What is most important for us to focus on as community finance ecosystem
stakeholders?

Capital Intermediaries
Vision
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inclusive Fund
Reflective equity pauses about whether perpetuating colonial and extractive
structures
delineate innovation from our 'commodity' or established activities
accompanied with capacity building
Having a diversity of intermediaries able to fill out deal rounds together based on
capital needed / impacts being sought
a solution for each project
simplified bureaucracy and paperwork to facilitate participation and access
Actors with deep understanding of class struggle and socioeconomic disparities.
Actors dedicated to wealth redistribution.
equitable with a high awareness around systems, including anti-racist
'All relations' first
Systems lens of interlocking crises
Investors with enough risk tolerance to provide community benefit
planetary mindset - combining humanity and planet. broader ecosystem
Highly flexible and adaptive
Barrier-free for new participants
Trust based
Enhance Community Trust
Sustainable
Access to shared due diligence to facilitate smaller investors participation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Those most impacted engaged in decisions & ecosystem
Positive community impact is integral to the measure of ROI & risk (e.g., vs. a
trade-off for lower financial returns)
Community-owned initiatives
Community-based, building on community needs
"Not for us without us" (a non-colonial approach where communities impacted by
the financing are part of the decision-making process)
People first
Centered on end-beneficiaries
Beholden to community (not funders, govt. . . . )
Participative with community(s)/ stakeholders
Commitment to planetary mindset of humanity and planet and thinking beyond only
geographic boundaries for learning & solutions
Nimble and collaborative
High awareness
Outcomes that measure impact targeted areas of need
Clear targets and metrics to meet needs of equity-deserving groups
Incentives to promote cross-referencing among organizations
Innovations around due diligence to build trust as well as financial assessments

Focus
•

Equity, Money, Legitimacy, Connections

Capacity Intermediaries
Vision
•

System Organization
• Ecosystem: We need to identify what the ecosystem looks like, and what role
organizations play in the ecosystem. Think of the model (eg. body circulatory system, digestive)
• Need more systems sensing of the ecosystem: Where can people collaborate
and align. Also need to think of this as being regenerative and circular.
• Capacity building network - think of ourselves as a lean start-up.
• Think about radical collaboration.
• Let's not rest on the shoulders of one organization. Many hands lifting the
system off the ground together.

•

System Engagement
• Variety of projects coming from a variety of places.
• Thriving system is alive when citizens are participating, and local projects are
being funded.
• Participation: Getting as many citizens and investors involved as is possible.

•

System Characteristics
• Regenerative and circular.
• We need to be mindful of systems of oppression that exist. Important to have
a system of care and rebuild relationships in different ways.
• Let's not replicate the existing mainstream system.

•

Ecosystem needs to be aware of the deals, opportunities and gaps

•

A system that sets a clear vision, objectives and priority areas

•

Creating a bigger pie, a much larger system of funds

•

Be aware of our planetary boundaries. Take a nested approach where economy,
society and planet go hand in hand.

Focus
•

Systems that provide money usually come with rigid policies, customs and priorities.
Challenging those systems is critical. We should create innovation in our own
systems and in our own way.

Ecosystem Actors
Vision
•

Healthy ecosystem = healthy people and orgs
• Being proactive in planning for sustainability, one that includes building adaptive capacity for the ecosystem to withstand periods of scarcity and disruption.
• A vibrant ecosystem is strong in exchange of energy, and this can partly be met by having an intentional game plan on generating and mobilizing knowledge.
• Of all the issues, we need to determine/understand the '80/20' rule - where is 'biggest bang for our buck'? Or 'economies of scale'?

•

Awareness, accessibility, cohesion vs fragmentation/silos
• More easily accessible - awareness is low, many don't even know it's an option - needs to be as mainstream/easy as traditional banks
• Ecosystem needs more cohesive and holistic view, make it easier for users/beneficiaries to navigate

•

Serve diversity in all its forms (e.g. organizational, geographical, demographic, etc)
• Need diversity of options, possibilities to serve different actors
• Rural, remote, Northern voices typically absent - can't forget 'non-metro lens' - lots of gaps in capacities in all levels, all actors of ecosystem - can't have a
robust, thriving ecosystem without that - includes knowledge, understanding, language, access as barriers
• A thriving ecosystem is also ground through the lens of diversity, inclusion and equity.

•

Financial literacy is foundational - understanding and not fearing money
• Overcoming 'fear and apprehension' about using money - not just SPOs, but down to HS education
• Thriving ecosystem has healthy flow of money moving through - needs general financial literacy before specialized impact investing concepts, needs every
actor to be healthy - address things like burnout

•

Community finance more than just strictly finance
• Reporting and evaluation is currently one-sided -- how to rethink/reframe so it's mutually beneficial, incorporate storytelling, not just strictly focused on
financial metrics?

Beneficiaries
Vision
•

Appetite from NFP sector to take steps to social ENTERPRISE

•

Accessibility from various levels -- smaller loans and lower market returns -- can have BIG impacts
• Balance the opportunity for startups to access grants to get off the ground and do some scaling

•

SCALING FUNDS - for NFPs (separate from charity)

•

Wayfinding the financing and funding ecosystem
• NFP - Cooperative connecting eaters to produce - looking to scale operations; looking for funds to have a further reach to strengthen local food networks
(producers, food security, etc)
• Opportunities for small loans, investments, and as a social enterprise -- GRANT FUNDING Is needed, but is needed to FIT the streams.
• Social enterprises -- for the first time ever applying for FUNDING, for food bank community, went from concept to implementation in 90 days; and are now
ready to SCALE the initiative
• Funding application support and development would be readily available -- including logic models
• MENTORSHIP around supporting and scaling grassroots initiatives

•

Reflection of community and diversity

•

Complexity of organizations that receive government funding at the same time as financing and moving forward housing projects.

•

Small organization with lots of land, but does not qualify for financing, as this precludes moving work forward. Could be moving housing forward immediately.

Values

“Curious about the value of 'Reciprocity' - could that be elaborated upon? Was
there intention behind selecting this over other concepts closer to 'pay it forward'
(I don't love that language), or to stand on the shoulders of Liban, "I don't donate
or grant, I only return" (paraphrasing)”

Organizing
Principles

To help guide in the establishment of a more formal organizing
structure, participants were asked to identify which organizing
principles they felt were most important to guide Catalyst going
forward

Additional comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountability measures are important
Recognizing our power and taking a step back to invite all around the table to contribute
• Recognizing than more than power, money gives responsibilities
Recognize plurality of systems
Regenerative Economic Systems
A guiding doc for many Indigenous orgs and initiatives is the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)
How to create a movement? what does that look like?
Collective Action through Shared Awareness (Otto Scharmer)
Other principles to consider: Empathy, Transparency

Representation
Specific suggestions included*:
• Capital Intermediaries
• Community Foundations
• Beneficiaries
• Community Advocates of issues
that can be funded with
community finance (housing,
environment, etc)
• Smaller / Earlier Stage Investments
• Smaller community foundations
• Other Marginalized
• Disability
*Note comments were edited to remove specific names
where there were mentioned

Proposed
Action Tables
•4 Action Tables were proposed
for an initial focus
• Housing
• Black Community
• Government Relations
• Shared Infrastructure

Action
Table
Priorities

Housing
• Better access to CMHC programs
• “CMHC has the right program – we just can’t access it”
• “We have the capacity to build the housing, we own land – but
unlocking funding from CMHC is impossible”
• Tie back to Black / Indigenous communities
• Intersection to National Housing Strategy
• Addressing the financialization of housing
• “Need to look at the broader solution - how does the sector
spend its finances - there is a lot of money in the sector - social
enterprise may not always be the cheapest option - but a thriving
sector includes all of the solutions”
• Not just the infrastructure of building the asset - but the labour
of building it - this is often overlooked.
• Who is represented in the pool
• One of the recommendations we are pushing for is to have a
permanent Black Community Housing Council created to work
with CMHC that brings Black developers, private and nonprofit
sector leaders.

Action
Table
Priorities
“Has there been any dialogue on a
grassroots level to discover what the most
impacted BIPOC communities are in
immediate need of? Have we identified the
most influential stakeholders than can
address those immediate concerns?”

Black Community
• Needs to be integrated into other Action Tables
• Analysis of the current flow of funding in the province. There is a
lot of resourcing happening - how can it be optimized /
complimented?
• Work to equip beneficiaries to get them ready for financing
• Support public policy advocacy

Action
Table
Priorities

Government Relations
• Breaking down the silos - an integrated approach - addressing
issues at the core - this is a paradigm shift with government. Will
need to influence government decision makers.
• What does a partnership with the government look like?
• What does GR look like for community-led initiatives? Is it the
leadership in chats 1-to-1 with political leaders? Or grassroots
campaigns? Both? Other? Could political leaders be part of the
collective?
• Community finance should be tied in with economic development
and recovery

Shared Infrastructure

Action
Table
Priorities
“I'd also recommend bringing an
intersectional lens to these tables as well as
considering the experience of
newcomer/immigrant communities”

• Share public policy priorities (connected to GR). Prioritize.
• Purpose: given all the critical, urgent, long-term challenges we face;
let's not compete or invest redundant resources solving the same
problems like back-office, technology, etc. that enables capital to be
unlocked
• This is super important - even though it feels backend
• ecosystem players who currently hold power and money are
investing in infrastructure and pathways to shift power and
resources rather than just “walking away” or “stepping back”.
• Building open network so that new participants can easily connect
with similar stakeholders
• Support public policy advocacy
• Resource library for the participants
• power in leveraging out resources and strengths - I am seeing us
working in silos every day
• creating/disseminating financial literacy tools to empower
beneficiaries.
• A key area of investigation is cooperative ecosystem user
engagement and the social contract or belonging as this Catalyst
Report has identified - DAO and Token Economy architectures offer a
pathway ahead.
• for beneficiaries- help with network building so that beneficiaries
can connect together to seek funding they would have competed for
previously

Additional Action Tables to Consider

Action
Table
Priorities

• Indigenous
• Rural/Remote/Northern
• NB: Worth keeping in mind that scale/scaling can be key for
rural/remote. So, poss intersections between rural/remote and
shared infrastructure table
• NFP/Charity
• Look for parallel movements – where we can establish allyship

“It strikes me that as we break into caucuses, one
outcome is that we chose what is comfy or what we might
have experience in, or what we've been working on --- one
other path is to bring new perspectives into these areas,
so just encouraging folks to recognize you probably have
lots to add and contribute to any of these tables even if
it's not your 'background'”

Wrap-up

